
AffirmationsAffirmations
Coloring BookColoring Book

Our top-selling coloring book for all-ages uses powerful 'I AM'
affirmations to help educators teach learners of their own greatness

and self-worth. Each page contains a captivating illustration and
empowering affirmation, with 20 engaging pages in total to choose

from. This Social Emotional Learning (SEL) resource helps to boost self
confidence, release hyperactivity & anxiety and show the youth the

power and limitlessness that lives within them all!

*Book is sized 8.5"x 11"**Book is sized 8.5"x 11"*



Let's take a look inside!Let's take a look inside!



Personalized Affirmation PagesPersonalized Affirmation Pages

The blank pages at the end of the
book provide the learner with the
opportunity to set their personal

focus and intention by creating and
declaring their own affirmations!



SpanishSpanish
AffirmationsAffirmations
Coloring BookColoring Book

The same great hand-drawn illustrations and affirmation pages, 
available in a full-Spanish version for all speakers and learners of the

language! 

*Book is sized 8.5"x 11"**Book is sized 8.5"x 11"*



Let's take a look inside!Let's take a look inside!



Social & EmotionalSocial & Emotional  
Skills WorkbookSkills Workbook  

  This hands-on social and emotional workbook was created to bring
educators and mentors a powerful and intuitive SEL resource for

learners ages 8 and up.  Each page encourages self reflection and self
awareness to help youth understand themselves and others better. 

 
Further develop their foundational life skills by using the quote,

journaling activity, and daily affirmation on each page to help guide
the way they connect with and process the world around them. 

*Journal is sized 7.5"x 9.75"**Journal is sized 7.5"x 9.75"*



  Entire workbookEntire workbook
categorized by:categorized by:

  
1.  CASEL SEL Skill Taught

2.  Self Reflection Topic Taught

Color-Coded 
for Quick Reference!



Each Workbook Page Includes:Each Workbook Page Includes:
  1.  A related hand-drawn quote graphic

3.  An empowering affirmation of the day

2. A self-reflection prompt teaching
the CASEL SEL metrics of Decision
Making, Growth & Goals Mindset,

Optimistic Thinking, Personal
Responsibility, Relationship Skills,
Self Awareness, Self Management,

and Social Awareness

94 Pages Total!94 Pages Total!

4.  Color Coded pages for social & emotional skills taught



Let's take a look inside!Let's take a look inside!



PuzzlesPuzzles
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